Grand Intercontinental

COEX Mall (B1)

Closest Escalator to the conference hall (To the 1st floor)

① GOGUNG JEONJU BIBIMBAP, 고궁전주비빔밥
② KFC
③ Tokyo, 동경
④ Menmusha, 멘무샤
⑤ MyoungGa Bunsik, 명가분식

⑥ SONOYA, 소노야
⑦ Chogyeguksu, 초계국수
⑧ Nipong Naepong, 니뽕내뽕
⑨ Gongsugan, 공수간
⑩ Bbongs Hambag, 봉스함바그
• When coming back, LOOK FOR “ZARA”. Take the escalator marked red to the 1st floor, and transfer to the escalator in front of the Exhibition Hall A, or take the elevator directly to the 3rd floor.
• Look for Starfield Library signage when walking around B1, to avoid getting lost.
• Three lunch tickets are included to subsidize your meal. Only valid at the designated restaurants.
• Each ticket is worth KRW8,000. In case your lunch cost is more than KRW8,000, you should pay the excess or you can use multiple tickets. If your lunch cost is less than KRW8,000, you can’t get any change.
• The ticket can be used until 15:00, April 18, 2019.